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On September 24 and 25, 2011, the International Symposium on Jus-
tice from Multi-religious Perspectives was held at Shandong University 
山東大學. As one of the academic activities celebrating the 110th anni-
versary of Shandong University, it was organized by the Center for Ju-
daic and Inter-religious Studies (CJIRS) of the University 山東大學猶太

教與跨宗教研究中心. The director and professor of the Center, Fu 
Youde 傅有德, presided over its opening ceremony. Over forty distin-
guished scholars from home and abroad—Boston University, Brandeis 
University, the University of Hawai’i, Kogakkan University 皇學館大

學 of Japan, Bar-Ilan University of Israel, Tel Aviv University, the 
University of Sydney, Fu Jen Catholic University 輔仁大學 of Taiwan, 
the Chinese University of Hong Kong 香港中文大學, Sichuan Univer-
sity 四川大學, Shandong University, Tsinghua University 清華大學, 
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences 中國社會科學院, Shanghai Nor-
mal University 上海師範大學, Wuhan University 武漢大學, Ningxia 
University 寧夏大學, Ningxia Academy of Social Sciences 寧夏社會科

學院 and the Institute for the Study of Christianity and Culture of Bei-
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jing 北京天主教與文化研究所—attended the conference. Thirty two ar-
ticles were submitted to the conference, covering major religions in the 
world, such as Judaism, Christianity, Confucianism, Buddhism, Tao-
ism, Islam, Baha’i Faith and the Shinto Religion. The conference in-
cluded a keynote dialogue, six presentation sessions and a forum for 
doctoral students. Focusing on the theme of “justice,” the delegates 
conducted multi-dimensional dialogues and exchanges from their re-
spective perspectives, promoting mutual understanding on some con-
troversial issues and reaching consensus in some sense. 

With the opening of the keynote talk, rounds of enlightening con-
frontation and debates were conducted between Prof. Steven Katz from 
Boston University and Prof. Roger T. Ames, the celebrated Confucian 
expert from the University of Hawai’i. With different academic posi-
tions, the two experts debated on the source and authority of justice in 
Confucianism and Judaism, and over the similarities and differences of 
family ethics between Confucianism and Judaism. 

In the following sessions of the conference, scholars from various 
research fields discussed the diverse concepts of justice in different 
religions and cultures. Prof. Steven Katz expounded on the traditional 
concept of justice in Judaism, stating that justice was one of the attrib-
utes of God. God chose Abraham and the Israelites and made covenant 
with them, commanding them to observe the Jewish law, be an exam-
ple for other people and bear great moral responsibility in pursuit of 
justice. Katz explained the connotation of Jewish justice and asserted 
that in Judaism the concepts of repentance, holiness, and justice were 
complementary to each other. By analyzing the texts about Abraham 
and Moses in the Hebrew Bible, Prof. Elie Assis from Bar-Ilan Univer-
sity pointed out that aside from God’s revelation, humans had inner 
inclinations and stance towards justice against injustice, which was an-
other concept inherent in Jewish thoughts. Prof. Fu Youde argued that 
the theory of justice in biblical Judaism includes divine justice and 
human justice. The divine attributes of righteousness and justice were 
theological premise and theoretical basis of human justice—social and 
moral justices. Fu explored justice from two dimensions: the relation-
ship between God and humans, and interpersonal relationship. Then he 
sorted out “justification by works” as the basic principle of justice in 
biblical Judaism and the various rules of justice that could be put into 
practice. In addition, he summarized the basic characteristics of biblical 
Judaism and explored the connection between biblical justice and the-
ocracy in ancient Israel. 
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Prof. Chen Fubin 陳福濱 from Fu Jen Catholic University of Tai-
wan understood justice from the Christian-philosophical view of “hu-
man.” He emphasized the importance of human dignity and asserted 
that it was only when the transcendental value of human dignity was 
recognized could social justice be realized. By means of two kinds of 
discourse patterns between commands and wishes advanced by Ric-
oeur, Prof. Shen Qingkai 沈清楷 from the same university expounded 
on the view of justice in the Christian doctrines of love. After analyz-
ing several catholic papal encyclicals, Prof. Zhao Jianmin 趙建敏 from 
the Institute for the Study of Christianity and Culture of Beijing ex-
plored the Christian principles of social justice in Aquinas’s definition 
of justice and regarded those principles as cornerstones to construct a 
harmonious society. Prof. Lai Pinchao 賴品超 from the Chinese Uni-
versity of Hong Kong took the environmental ethics of John B. Cobb 
and the related inter-religious dialogues as his research subject, believ-
ing that the approach of inter-religious dialogue could be beneficial to 
the promotion of justice especially in East Asian context. 

Prof. Wang Jianping 王建平 from Shanghai Normal University re-
searched the adaptability of justice in the Islamic creed of Jihad and its 
implications in the Tang 唐, Song 宋 and Yuan 元 Dynasties from 
historical perspective. It was pointed out that Jihad had inherent mili-
tary and political implications on the doctrines, but Muslims showed 
great flexibility in their understanding and application of the doctrines 
in different historical and cultural contexts. Researcher Ma Ping 馬平 
from Ningxia Academy of Social Sciences interpreted the “positive” 
and “neutral” thoughts of Islam and their resemblances with the Doc-
trine of Mean in Confucianism. Ma pointed out that it was just because 
the Chinese Muslims developed and practiced such thoughts that Islam 
could take root in China and get a bright prospect in the inclusive Chi-
nese traditions. Associate professor Lü Yaojun 呂耀軍 from Ningxia 
University traced the Islamic origin of justice in Baha’i Faith, and in-
dicated that during the assimilation, transformation and development 
processes, it exhibited distinct secular properties. 

Prof. Yoshitaro Shirayama 白山芳太郎 from Japanese Kogakkan 
University studied justice from the Shintoist perspective. By interpret-
ing the creation myths in the Shintoist classic, Kojiki 古事記, he ex-
plained the Shintoist reverence for nature and all integral parts of the 
environment and found that the idea of equality among all things exist-
ing harmoniously shaped the Shintoist view of justice. Prof. Niu Jianke 
牛建科 from the CJIRS suggested a historical and cultural interpreta-
tion from the Shintoist classics, Kojiki and Nihonsyoki 日本書紀. Niu 
reached the conclusion that the meaning of justice was to live and be 
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good in light of these two classics, with the Shintoist norm of justice 
coming from divine spirits. It was stated that the idea of justice af-
firmed the living values of people and all the other things. While the 
foundation of justice came from gods, humans also had intrinsic godly 
nature. Humans and gods could be transformed into each other and 
humans could reflect godly justice through their own behaviors. 

From the perspective of justice theory in traditional Chinese reli-
gion, Prof. Roger T. Ames was opposed to seeking an abstract and 
universal Confucian principle of justice. He believed that the Confu-
cian ethics of justice was in itself a kind of role ethics, namely, the op-
timal righteousness could be achieved in interactions between specific 
roles and daily ethical experiences. Prof. Huang Yushun 黃玉順 from 
the Advanced Institute for Confucian Studies 儒學高等研究院  of 
Shandong University proposed a reconstruction of the Chinese theory 
of justice on the basis of his Confucian view of life. Huang also sought 
to give a new theoretical structure as a whole: love, interests, 
knowledge, reason, rites and music. Researcher Shi Yongzhi 石永之 
from the Shandong Academy of Social Sciences examined Rawls’ di-
lemmas of justice from the angle of Confucianism. Then a further 
comparison was made in respect of justice between Confucianism and 
Rawls’ philosophy. Prof. Li Gang 李剛 from the Institute of Religious 
Studies of Sichuan University 四川大學道教與宗教文化研究所 analyzed 
and sorted out the theory of justice in the Scripture of the Great Peace 
太平經 with regard to its theoretical background, theological basis, 
specific content and ways to achieve social peace. Then a conclusion 
that social peace was social justice was drawn. Prof. Chen Jian 陳堅 
from the CJIRS interpreted the multi-orientations of Buddhism and its 
“humanist” perspective. It was indicated that contemporary concerns 
and dialogues about social justice could be absorbed by Buddhism in 
an appropriate way, which would lead to its ultimate relief. 

From the perspective of comparative religious studies, Prof. Xie 
Wenyu 謝文鬱 from the CJIRS compared justice in Plato’s Republic 
with righteousness in Paul’s Romans. Xie stated that the words “jus-
tice” and “righteousness” actually shared the same Greek root. In his 
opinion, the encounter between Plato’s idea of seeking for the truth and 
the Christian view of grace was a significant event in Western theology 
and philosophy. Then he further analyzed two key concepts in order to 
interpret the Western history of thoughts—“trust” as the source of 
knowledge and the concept of grace. Prof. Zhang Ping 張平 from Tel 
Aviv University compared the different ways to resolve the doubts re-
garding the suffering of sages in rabbinic Judaism and early Confucian 
thoughts, and he illuminated the understanding of justice by pointing 
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out fundamental extrinsic and intrinsic differences. Dr. Wang Yan 王彥 
from the CJIRS conducted a comparative analysis of the implementa-
tion of justice and mercy by God by referring to “Tian 天” in Record of 
History 尚書 and God in the Hebrew Bible. 

From the perspective of religious sociology, Prof. Sylvia B. Fishman 
from Brandeis University traced the cause of social justice promoted by 
the American Jews over the past fifty years and their practice in ob-
serving the Commandments in pursuit of justice in chronological order. 
Prof. Suzanne D. Rutland from Sydney University explored the devel-
opment of a Jewish charity organization, The American Jewish Joint 
Distribution Committee, and focused mainly on the historical events in 
which its staff tried to rescue the Jews in Shanghai during the WWII 
and sought to restore their heroic deeds. Prof. Zhao Jie 趙杰 from the 
CJIRS interpreted religions as a kind of religious affairs, and held the 
viewpoint that social justice could be possible only when the relation-
ship among religion, politics and academia was clarified and properly 
handled. 

In addition, a forum for doctoral students was held in the confer-
ence. Inbal Shamir from Tel Aviv University made a comparative 
analysis between two ideal figures from the Jewish and Confucian 
traditions—“Just Man” (Tzadik) and “Noble Man” (Junzi 君子 ). 
Zhao Ruoyun 趙若雲 from the Chinese University of Hong Kong 
studied the treatment of violence leading to injustice in Ezekiel. Wang 
Jian 王劍 and Wu Longcan 吳龍燦 from Wuhan University respec-
tively probed into the monarchy justice in pre-Qin 先秦 Dynasty, and 
the differences and similarities between the views of Aristotle and 
Dong Zhongshu 董仲舒 regarding justice. Zou Xiaodong 鄒曉東 from 
the CJIRS sought the starting point of the Hebrew theory of righteous-
ness from the Romans. Dong Xiuyuan 董修元 from the CJIRS studied 
the different concepts of justice reflected in the analogy of trade in 
three classic revelation texts. 

Prof. Fu Youde presided over the closing ceremony and Prof. Lai 
Pinchao, Li Gang, Researcher Ma Ping, Prof. Chen Fubin, Suzanne D. 
Rutland, Shi Yongzhi, and Lü Yaojun delivered speeches respectively. 
The academic spirits and achievements of the conference were unani-
mously affirmed. In addition, great appreciation was expressed to the 
elaborate organization and painstaking efforts of the organizers, espe-
cially the CJIRS of Shandong University. At last, the experts and 
scholars looked forward to in-depth communications and discussions 
on the subjects of interests with the continual development of the plat-
form for pluralistic religious dialogue. 


